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ABSTRACT
One way for children to experience music and develop early literacy skills is through nursery
rhymes such as Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star. This project addresses the benefits of using
music with young children and the importance of professional development with early
childhood educators. More and more research is being done to explore and study the effects
of music with young children. It is becoming evident that music has many benefits that can
enhance young children's lives. Some of these benefits include expanding children's
communication skills, building oral language skills, developing phonological awareness
skills, and extending concepts of print. Some studies have shown that early exposure to
music can have an impact on a child's success in the classroom. Music can have a vigorous
impact on a young child's brain function, memory, motor skills, cognitive skills, pre-literacy
skills, and social skills. The result of a music influence is that the child becomes a better
thinker and student for now, and for the future.
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Chapter I

Introduction
Description of Topic
Many people, both young and old, who live in the United States, England, or
where English is spoken, are familiar with Mother Goose's nursery rhymes. Many of
these nursery rhymes have been put to song. One such example is Twinkle, Twinkle, Little

Star.
Twinkle, twinkle, little star.
How I wonder what you are.
Up above the world so high.
Like a diamond in the sky.
Twinkle, twinkle little star.
How I wonder what you are! (Nursery Rhyme Lyrics and Origins, 2008)
According to the Nursery Rhyme Lyrics and Origins website (2008), these words started
as a poem written by two sisters, Ann Taylor (1782-1866) and Jane Taylor (1783-1824),
and were first published in 1806. This 100 year old poem has become a well-known song
for families with young children, especially infants.
All babies are born with one organ that is not completely developed, the brain
(Arnold & Colburn, 2005). Three-quarters of a baby's brain develops after birth. It grows
to about 80% of an adult size brain by age three and then to about 90% by the age of five.
Babies are born with 100 billon neurons or brain cells that are mostly unconnected (p.
17). The connections between the neurons or synapses are created by the sensory
experiences babies have in their physical and emotional world. The continual wiring and
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re-wiring of these neurons is called brain development. The early experiences a child has
can affect his or her eventual level of intelligence. Harry Chugani, a pediatric
neurobiologist, stated " ... they [experiences] can completely change the way a person
turns out" (as cited in Begley & Hager, 1996, p. 54).
Children are able to hear music and sound even before birth. Babies in utero were
able to respond to sound by the third trimester of pregnancy (Wilcox, 2000). Parents and
educators of young children know how excited children can get when they hear music. In
my experience, providing young children with numerous opportunities for dancing,
singing, listening, and playing instruments helps them build a strong foundation for music
that can also lead to a strong foundation in.literacy skills. Begley and Hager stated:
The experiences of childhood, pioneering research shows, helps the brain's
circuits for music and math, language and emotion. Which experiences a child has
determines whether the child grows up to be intelligent or dull, fearful or selfassured, articulate or tongue-tied. (p. 54)
The more experiences a young child has had, the more wiring of the neurons in
the brain they have. There are two stages for the wiring of neurons; the early period when
experiences are not required, and the critical period when experiences are required
(Begley & Hager, 1996). "They are windows of opportunity that nature flings open,
starting before birth, and then slams shut, one by one, with every additional candle on the
child's birthday cake" (p. 55).
One way for children to experience music and develop early literacy skills is
through nursery rhymes such as Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star. A nursery rhyme is a
traditional song or poem taught to young children, originally in the nursery. Learning
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nursery rhymes assists children in the development of vocabulary and language, as well
as other cognitive skills such as counting. Nursery rhymes, if they are sung, also
introduce children to music.
Music can provide numerous benefits. "There is evidence that listening to music
can boost memory, attention, motivation, and learning. It can also lower stress, activate
both sides of the brain, and increase spatial temporal reasoning" (Schiller, 1999, p. 70).
Pam Schiller stated the following:
Listening to music in the first three years of life may help the brain form patterns
that are essential to the learning process. The brain adapts easily during the early
years, so a wide variety of music should be introduced. There is no concert-level
performer in recorded history who began training after the age of ten. (p. 71-72)

Rationale
Music has always been a passion of mine. When I began college, I originally
wanted to study music and be a choral music educator. After some extensive time and
decision making, I chose to earn my BA in elementary education instead. Now that I have
my early childhood and early childhood special education endorsements, I love working
with preschool age children and incorporating music into my classroom.
I have had the opportunity to meet Pam Schiller and see Raffi, Charlotte
Diamond, and even Dr. Jean in both performances and presentations. I spent a day with

Dr. Jean in one of her inspiring, hands-on workshops. I have purchased several music
CDs over the past 13 years and use them daily in my classroom, as well as at home with
my two year old son. Through these personal experiences, I have learned that music can
play an important role in a young child's life.
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With my growing CD collection, it is becoming difficult to remember what song
is on what CD, and in some cases, what objective I have for using a particular song. Do I
use it for movement and exercise, math, letter sounds, rhyming, letter recognition,
Spanish, sign language, a certain book, or just what exactly? I plan to create my own
classroom song anthology (see Appendix A) through the use of a spreadsheet and share it
along with current research on music and young children during three professional
development in-services.
Purpose ofProject
The purpose of this project was to provide professional development and

introduce preschool and kindergarten teachers in the Columbus Community School
District to the importance of using music with young children. These early childhood
teachers will receive the following information meetings: during three district in-services,
new knowledge on recent brain research, the benefits of using music to help develop preliteracy skills, examples of several activities I have done with music in my own
classroom, and a copy of my song anthology.
This project has three goals. The first goal is to enhance early childhood
educators' knowledge of the effects of using music to help develop a young child's brain.
The second goal is to encourage teachers to use music to increase pre-literacy skills. The
last goal is to share a classroom song anthology that I created and to give teachers ideas
for incorporating music into the classroom. Once the in-services are completed, each
teacher will go back to her classroom and do at least one new activity incorporating
music in the following week.
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Importance ofProject

This project will address the benefits of using music with young children and the
importance of professional development with early childhood educators. More and more
research is being done to explore and study the effects of music with young children. It is
becoming evident that music has many benefits for young children that can enhance their
lives. Some of these benefits include expanding children's communication skills, building
oral language skills, developing phonological awareness skills, and extending concepts of
print. Some studies have shown that early exposure to music can have an impact on a
child's success in the classroom. Music can have a vigorous impact on a young child's
brain function, memory, motor skills, cognitive skills, and social skills.
One way to give children exposure to music is by educating their teachers. W.
Steven Barnett stated, "Fewer than half of preschool teachers hold a bachelor's degree,
and many never even attended college" (2004, p. 1). Preschool programs with teachers
having four year college degrees have been shown to be more effective. "Teachers who
have been taught what young children need to learn and how to teach are likely to spend
more time conducting rich learning activities that address each child's needs and less
time in unproductive and inappropriate activities" (p. 5). What can be done to have higher
quality teachers? One answer is more professional development in early childhood.
Terminology
Brain- the part of the central nervous system that is located within the cranium. The brain

functions as the primary receiver, organizer, and distributor of information for the body
(MedicineN et, 2008).
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Concepts ofprint- knowledge that print, not pictures, contains the message, how to hold a
book, the difference between upper and lowercase letters, left to right print orientation,
top to bottom directionality, and the use of punctuation marks (Fisher & McDonald,
2001).

Electroencephalogram (EEG)- an electroencephalogram (EEG) is a test that measures
and records the electrical activity of the brain. Special sensors are attached to the head
and hooked by wires to a computer. The computer records the brain's electrical activity
on the screen or on paper as wavy lines (WebMD, 2008).

Infant- a child between the ages ofbirth and 12 months (NAEYC, 1998).
K-W-L- a strategy that enhances children's comprehension by assessing " ... what children
Know, what they Want to know, and what they Learned" before and after reading
(Neuman, Copple, & Bredekamp, 2000, p. 124).

Oral Language- the complex system that relates sounds to meanings and is made up of
three components: phonological, semantic, and syntactic (Genishi, 1988).

Phonics- the relation between letters and sounds in written words or an instructional
method that teaches children these connections (Neuman, Copple, & Bredekamp, 2000).

Phonological Awareness- the whole spectrum from primitive awareness of speech sounds
and rhythms to rhyme awareness and sound similarities and, at the highest level,
awareness of syllables or phonemes (Neuman, Copple, & Bredekamp, 2000).

Preschool Age- a child from 3-5 years of age and includes kindergarten (NAEYC, 1998).
School Age- a child attending first grade or beyond (NAEYC, 1998).
Toddler- a child between the ages of 13 months and 35 months (NAEYC, 1998).
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Vocabulary- the words of which one has listening and speaking knowledge (Neuman,
Copple, & Bredekamp, 2000).
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Chapter II
Methodology
Procedures to Develop Project
I began this graduate project as a literature review on music and young children.
After reading several studies on brain development and music, I started reading studies to
see if music could have an impact on pre-literacy skills. I then began reading articles on
early childhood teachers and professional development. I discovered there has been a lot
of research done on music and young children but very little on professional development
for early childhood educators. With all the information I was finding about music and
young children, I decided to share that research and my classroom song anthology with
other preschool teachers with whom I work, and also the kindergarten teachers in my
school. I thought the best way to do that would be by presenting my findings at a school
in-service session. The purpose of this project was to design this staff development
experience.
One article I found with significant information about the connection between
music and pre-literacy skills was a review of other studies. The Intersection between
Music and Early Literacy Instruction: Listening to Literacy! Fisher and McDonald
(2001), identified and defined specific literacy goals from their analysis of research and
gave examples of music activities that would help develop early literacy in young
children. First I present the results of the literature review I conducted on the research
areas above.
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Literature Review
Music and brain research. Perry (as cited in Scott, 2004, p. 20) stated, "The right
experiences, in the right amounts, at the right times in life, can uncover the magnificent
potential of the brain." A child's brain is very similar to that of a sponge. It is able to soak
up a lot of information. What children experience wires their brains for later learning. If a
child has very few experiences, then that wiring or circuit in the brain is weeded out and
dies. Sight, sound, touch, taste, and smell are turned into brain activity. These sensory
experiences lead into the development and growth of children's motor, emotional,
behavioral, cognitive, and social skills (Scott, 2004).
In one study done by psychologist E. Glenn Schellenberg of the University of
Toronto at Mississauga, 132 first graders were randomly assigned to one of four groups.
In the three treatments, children either received piano lessons, singing lessons, or drama
lessons; the control group did not participate in any extracurricular activities. The six year
olds who took weekly piano or singing lessons showed an average IQ increase of 7 .0
points while those who took weekly drama classes or had no extracurricular activities
only showed an increase of 4.3 points in IQ. The music benefit corresponded with
increased scores on the test's verbal and nonverbal sections. "Music lessons involve
experiences that could have a positive effect on cognition, particularly during childhood,
when brain development is ... sensitive to environmental influence," Schellenberg said
(as cited in Bower, 2004, p. 389). Lessons in music require children to pay attention for
longer periods of time, use literacy skills such as print awareness, memorize extended
passages, and develop their fine motor skills. Those students who took drama lessons
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demonstrated growth in a different area. By the end of the school year, they showed an
improvement in social skills (Bower, 2004).
In another study investigating the relationship between music and the brain, Flohr
( 1999) used an electroencephalogram (EEG) to investigate changes in the brain's
electrical activity. It " ... detects and records brain waves from the surface of the skull and
has yielded insight into normal brain development. This easily performed technique is not
invasive and is appropriate for research involving young children," (Flohr, 1999, p. 43).
EEG information is recorded from readings taken on the surface of the skull using either
paste-on electrodes or electrodes sewn into a cap. Flohr and Miller studied five year old
children who listened to music by Vivaldi and an Irish folk song while their brains were
assessed. To focus their attention, the children tapped a steady beat using rhythm sticks.
The EEG noted increased activity in the temporal regions of their brains. This study
helped to establish that the EEG technique was useful with young children and could help
localize the brain's response to music. The children were tested again at ages six and
seven using the same method. Their response to the music did not produce different EEG
readings the following year, but at age seven it did. This suggested that a child's brain
responds differently to different types of music after the age of five. The EEG readings in
this study differed depending on the style of music, particularly in the left temporal
region (Flohr, 1999).
The brain has several main areas including the brain stem, cerebellum, and
cerebral cortex. Within the cerebral cortex are the frontal lobe, parietal lobe, occipital
lobes, and temporal lobes. There are two temporal lobes; one on each side of the brain
directly above the ears. Their main function is to help organize sensory information such
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as hearing, language, memory, some visual perception, and categorizing objects. The left
temporal lobe helps the brain recognize words or receptive speech. Its main involvement
is verbal memory such as remembering words and names (Centre for Neuro Skills, 1980).
In another EEG study, Flohr, Miller, and Debeus (2000) discovered that children
who received music instruction were measured as having less EEG activity in the part of
the brain associated with visual-spatial ability. They hypothesized that children who
received music instruction would spend less energy trying tasks such as assembling a
puzzle. To test their hypothesis, they conducted tests of spatial abilities in children four to
six years of age who were placed into two groups. There was not a significant difference
in spatial ability test scores between children who received music instruction and those
who did not. The researchers suggested that modifications to the interventions, such as
length oflesson, frequency oflesson, and type of music instruction needed to be
conducted to examine the relationship better between music and spatial abilities (Flohr et
al., 2000, p. 30).
Music and emerging literacy. "Emergent literacy may be nurtured in an early
childhood environment that integrates literacy experiences with meaningful music
activities in which young children develop skills necessary for success in both areas
simultaneously" (Wiggins, 2007, p. 55). Several parallels exist between emerging literacy
skills and music. Such parallels include concepts of print, sense of story and sequence,
phonological awareness and phonics, background knowledge and vocabulary, basic
spelling patterns, and early writing activities. Integrating music into literacy settings may
aid in language development while promoting musical development at the same time
(Wiggins, 2007).
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In Fisher and McDonald's (2001) review of studies, they discussed six early
literacy goals. These goals included: concepts of print, a sense of story and sequence,
phonological awareness and phonics, background knowledge and vocabulary, basic
spelling patterns, and early writing activities. For each literacy goal, examples were given
as to how to incorporate music and use it as an instructional tool.
One of the early predictors of reading success in young children is how well they
understand the ways in which print functions - concepts of print. Examples of print
awareness are holding a book correctly, knowing that directionality of print moves from
left to right and top to bottom, utilizing punctuation marks, and knowing that words, not
pictures, carry meaning. Print awareness can be incorporated into music by singing with
big books, having individual small books for each student to follow along with as he or
she sings, or following lyrics on large chart paper with songs or poems written on them
(Fisher & McDonald, 2001).
The earliest stories children usually encounter are oral traditions and read alouds.
A sense of story and sequence helps children understand story structure and can provide
them with rhythm and patterns. Songs have stories too and usually follow a sequence as
well. Several children's books such as The Wheels on the Bus, Peanut Butter and Jelly,
and There Was an Old Lady Who Swallowed a Fly are based on songs and can easily be
sung as a song (Fisher & McDonald, 2001).
Phonological awareness is necessary for all children in order to be successful
readers. Phonological awareness includes such literacy skills as recognition of rhyming,
alliteration, and syllables. It is when letter sounds can be manipulated to create new
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words. Music is one way to play with words. The words can be shortened, lengthened,
repeated, sung high, sung low, sung loud, or sung soft (Fisher & McDonald, 2001).
Phonics focuses on print. The goal of phonics is automatic word recognition.
Children need to work on meaning rather than on trying to decode words. Teachers can
use music daily to address phonological awareness and phonics. Lyrics or words to songs
can be altered in many ways and all connected to language development (Fisher &
McDonald, 2001).
Background knowledge and vocabulary are necessary for students' reading and
writing experiences, particularly in relationship to comprehension of text. Whether a
student understands what is being read is dependent on his or her prior knowledge and
vocabulary. Teachers strive to build on students' background knowledge and vocabulary
across all content areas. One way to introduce new vocabulary words is through the use
of singing (Fisher & McDonald, 2001).
The English language has a number of word families, and these word families are
based on specific spelling patterns. A recommended way to teach spelling patterns is by
creating word sort activities. This can be done through the use of music. When singing, a
teacher can write endings to specific words from the song and ask students to recognize
the word families (Fisher & McDonald, 2001 ).
Along with spelling patterns, early writing skills can be enhanced with music.
Children need to work on mastering conventions of writing, not just memorizing them.
An example of incorporating music into writing is listening to a song and having students
draw pictures as they listen. Once they have drawn their pictures, then they can write
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about them. Music may help children focus on their thoughts (Fisher & McDonald,
2001).
Several studies such as Pre-K Music and the Emergent Reader: Promoting

Literacy in a Music-Enhanced Environment (Wiggins, 2007), Enhancing Early Literacy
Skills for Preschool Children: Bringing a Professional Development Model to Scale (
Landry, Swank, Smith, Assel, & Gunnewig, 2006), and Relations Among Musical Skills,

Phonological Processing, and Early Reading Ability in Preschool Children (Anvari,
Trainor, Woodside, & Levy, 2002), have examined the relationship between phonological
awareness and beginning reading. Gromko (2005) extended the work by looking at
whether music instruction was related to significant gains in the development of young
children's phonemic awareness. Her study included 103 kindergarten students from two
different elementary schools in the same Midwestern city. Both classes received the same
amount of minutes in reading instruction. Since the school district did not provide music
classes to any of its kindergarten students, music methods students from the nearby state
university came to teach. Students in the treatment group were provided 30 minutes of
music instruction each week but the control group received no music instruction. All
students were given literacy pre- and post-tests using the district's mandated assessment,

Dynamic Indicators ofBasic Early Literacy Skills (DIBELS) (Good & Kaminski, 2002).
Kindergarten students who received four months of music instruction showed
significantly greater gains in their phoneme-segmentation fluency (Gromko, 2005).
Another study by researchers Lamb and Gregory ( 1993) suggested there was a
relationship between musical sound changes and phonemic awareness. They studied 18
children between the ages of four years nine months and five years four months. Each
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child was given a test that assessed concepts of print, word matching, letter sounds, and
reading words. An assessment of phonic reading, which included consonant blends,
nonsense syllables, and music ability, was also given. The tests were conducted across
five different sessions. The results indicated that children who scored high on phonemic
awareness also scored high on the reading tests. They also performed well on the music
assessment. Lamb and Gregory concluded:
The educational implication which would follow if musical awareness is a reliable
predictor of phonemic awareness and reading ability, as tentatively proposed by
this study, is that carefully structured musical training should be an essential
component of the primary school curriculum. (p. 25)
Because of Lamb and Gregory's study (1993), Anvari, Trainor, Woodside, and
Levy (2002) also examined the relationships among phonological awareness, music
perception skills, and early reading skills with a larger sample. "Four and five year olds
were studied because musical skills and early reading skills are both developing at a fast
pace during this time. As well, children of this age particularly enjoy participating in
musical activities" (Anvari et al., 2002, p. 114). In the Hamiliton-Wentworth region of
Canada, 50 four year olds and 50 five year olds from schools and daycares were given
music tasks over five different sessions that focused on rhyt~m, melody, and chord
processing, phonemic awareness tasks known to predict reading success, and a
standardized measure of early reading development. Results from this study indicated
that music perception skill was reliably related to phonological awareness and early
reading development. Music perception was predictive of reading even when the variance
shared with phonological awareness was removed. These findings suggested that
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phonemic awareness and music perception ability share some of the basic auditory and
cognitive skills needed for reading and processing skills (Anvari et al., 2002).
Reading and music appear to share parallel skills. According to Wiggins (2007), a
literacy and music environment can potentially increase auditory and visual
discrimination, eye-motor coordination, visual sequential memory, language reception,
vocabulary, phonological awareness, musical perception, music score reading, musical
memory, song repertoire, and musical performance in young children (Wiggins, 2007).
In early childhood classrooms, music encouraged children to attend to reading activities
and to become active listeners. "Literacy education is about developing the ability to
communicate effectively. Music is a form of communication, both oral and print"
(Wiggins, 2007, p. 62).
Professional development and early childhood educators. Teacher preparation is
an important factor in providing early childhood education programming. Children learn
differently when they are young. "Educators need to find multiple avenues for addressing
children's development, multiple sites for instruction, multiple strategies for involvement,
and multiple programs for delivery" (Fox, 2000, p. 26). Although there is a need for
professional development with early childhood educators, very few teachers get it. The
number.one reason is lack of funding. When funding is available, teachers may benefit
from a federally funded project. For example, a group of teachers from a school district
worked with a university to help them achieve individual goals in literacy instruction.
The project had two goals. One was " ... to incorporate elements that we found in the
research literature and in an earlier project to confirm and identify aspects of professional
development that promote change," and the other" ... was to provide a research-based
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model for exemplary practice in early literacy instruction" (Morrow & Casey, 2004, p.
662).
Twelve teachers participated in this two year professional development project.
They were all female, varied in age and race, taught in kindergarten through second
grade, and had three to 25 years of teaching experience. All of the participants had
college degrees and were certified teachers. There was a collaborative partnership
between the university, school administrators, and teachers. They worked together to
develop effective literacy experiences for students (Morrow & Casey, 2004).
The first year was a planning period and ten week class. The class was taught via
distance technology once a week for three hours. The intent of this class was to share
with teachers research-based best practices for early literacy instruction. Each teacher set
personal goals related to what was being taught and were given model plans to help with
the change. Teachers also had coaches who helped them with their goals. The coaches
observed the teachers and met with them one-on-one once a month. There were also
teacher study groups that met once a month to discuss assigned readings. After
discussion, the group would visit two classrooms to see what new materials had been
added and new activities tried (Morrow & Casey, 2004).
Project effectiveness was evaluated through teacher surveys, collecting teacher
observation notes, holding focus group discussions, and informal discussions with the
teachers. The purpose was to find out how the teachers felt about change in their
classrooms. "There seemed to be no relationship between the amount of change that took
place and years of experience and age. Teacher change proved to be possible" (Morrow
& Casey, 2004, p. 664).
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At the end of the project, teachers felt that flexible goal setting, observations of
improved student learning, collaboration with other teachers, support from
administration, working with consultants, time for change, discussion study groups,
coaches to model lessons, available materials, and observing other teachers' classrooms
were important for creating change. Each teacher was able to find the support and time he
or she needed in order to change his or her literacy teaching skills (Morrow & Casey,
2004). The National Staff Development Council and National Association of Elementary
School Principals (1995) reported:
Adult learning theory suggests that when learning is based on research and proven
practice, established feelings of self-worth increase. If teachers believe in
themselves, they will work toward making their classrooms successful. Without
this belief, they will give up easily. (as cited in Morrow & Casey, 2004, p. 668)

Summary of literature review. Barnett stated, "Better-educated teachers have
more positive, sensitive, and responsive interactions with children, provide richer
language and cognitive experiences, and are less authoritarian, punitive, and detached.
The result is better social, emotional, linguistic, and cognitive development for the child"
(2004, p. 4). For the past two years in the state of Iowa, Statewide Voluntary Preschool
Programs have been established to create high quality early learning environments for
four year olds. "The purpose of the program is to provide an opportunity for all young
children in the state to enter school ready to learn by expanding voluntary access to
quality preschool curricula for all children who are four years old" (Iowa Department of
Education, 2009). One regulation with the Statewide Voluntary Preschool Programs is
that the school districts make available professional development to any teacher of a
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Statewide Voluntary Preschool Program who is not employed by the school district so
that the teacher can maintain the necessary skills needed to be effective in the classroom.
The school district must ensure that staff members in the preschool program are provided
appropriate professional development in early childhood education (Iowa Department of
Education, 2009).
Professional development for early childhood educators plays an important role in
helping young children develop the necessary skills needed to be successful life long
learners. One important skill that all children need to master is reading, and one way
early childhood teachers can help develop those essential pre-literacy skills is through
music. "Just as children develop the foundation of their language-listening and speaking
vocabularies long before they enter school, so must they develop the foundation for their
music-listening and singing vocabularies before they enter school" (Scott, 2004, p. 20).
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Chapter III
The Project
This project has three goals. Goal one is to enhance early childhood educators'
knowledge of the effects of using music to help develop a young child's brain. Goal two
is to encourage teachers to use music to increase pre-literacy skills. Goal three is to share
a classroom song anthology that I created and to give teachers ideas for incorporating
music into the classroom. These goals will be achieved by providing three days of inservice to a small group of teachers. The teachers will be given time between the second
and third in-services to implement some of the strategies they have learned into their own
classrooms.
Preschool and kindergarten teachers from the Columbus Community School
District will participate in the in-services. This will include three preschool teachers and
four kindergarten teachers. The first two in-services will be in the afternoon on August 10
and August 11, 2009, when teachers have returned to work to start a new school year. The
third in-service will be held on Friday, September 18, 2009, during their weekly district
in-service time.
Session I
The first afternoon will focus on goal one, to enhance early childhood educators'
knowledge of the effects of using music to help develop a young child's brain, and the
Music Educators National Conference (MENC) Music Standards (see Appendix B) for
pre-kindergarten and kindergarten. During this in-service, all preschool and kindergarten
teachers will be grouped together as one large group (see Figure 3.1).
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1:00-1 :05
1:05-1 :15
1:15-1 :30
1:30-1 :40
1:40-1 :50
1:50-2:05
2:05-2:15
2:15-2:45
2:45-2:55
2:55-3:00
3:00-3:15
3:15-3:30
Figure 3.1

Using Music with Young Children
Monday, August 10
1:00-3:30 pm
Preview afternoon schedule
Discuss how music is used in each others' classrooms
Fill out first column ofK-W-L chart (what you know)
Read Oh! What a smart baby by Arnold and Colburn (2005) article
independently
Discuss article
Fill out second column ofK-W-L chart (what you want to know)
Break
Pass out PowerPoint handout for notes and show research done on
music and brain development, and music and pre-literacy skills
Look at MENC Music Standards independently
Break
Discuss MENC Music Standards
Questions, assigned readings for tomorrow, evaluation

Schedule for Monday

The session will begin with a discussion of how participants use music in their
individual classrooms. They will then create a K-W-L chart (see Appendix C) of what
they already know about music and young children. The participants will work on filling
out the first column, which is what they already know about music and young children.
Once the first column is completed on the K-W-L chart, each teacher will be given an
article, Oh! What a smart baby by Arnold and Colburn (2005), to read to themselves.
When everyone in the group is finished reading, a discussion will occur as to what they
already knew and what they learned while reading the article. Before a break, the group
will work together on filling out the second column of the K-W-L chart, which is what
they want to know about music and young children.
Through the use of a PowerPoint presentation and handout (see Appendix D),
teachers will be given current research on music and its relationship to brain
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development, as well as pre-literacy skills in young children. The first day's session will
include slides one through 13 of the PowerPoint presentation. Following the PowerPoint,
participants will be given a copy of the MENC Music Standards for pre-kindergarten and
kindergarten to review. Once everyone is finished reading, there will be a discussion of
the music standards and how the standards can relate to their classrooms.
To conclude the first in-service, teachers will be asked if they have questions,
given an assignment for the following day, and handed an evaluation form (see Appendix
E) to complete about the in-service before they leave. Participants will listen to music
while they fill out their evaluation forms. Each teacher will receive a copy of her grade
level's Columbus Essentials of Leaming for Reading (see Appendix F) to review and an
article, The intersection between music and early literacy instruction: Listening to
literacy by Fisher and McDonald (2001), to read before the in-service on Tuesday. They
will also be reminded to bring back their PowerPoint handouts for the conclusion of the
PowerPoint presentation.
Session II
The second afternoon will focus on goal two, to encourage teachers to use music
to increase pre-literacy skills, and goal three, to share a classroom song anthology I
created and to give teachers ideas that could be used in their classrooms. We will also
review the Columbus Essentials of Leaming for Reading in pre-kindergarten and
kindergarten to see how music could be incorporated into them. Teachers will discover
how music can be integrated into concepts of print, sense of story and sequence,
phonological awareness, background knowledge and vocabulary, basic spelling patterns,
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and early writing activities to help develop children's pre-literacy skills, which is goal
two (see Figure 3.2).

1:00-1:10
1:10-1 :20
1:20-1 :30
1:30-1:45
1:45-2:00

2:00-2:10
2:10-2:45
2:45-3:00
3:00-3:05
3:05-3:20
3:20-3:30
Figure 3.2

Using Music with Young Children
Tuesday, August 11
1:00-3:30 pm
Preview afternoon schedule and review K-W-L chart
Review research that was discussed yesterday along with MENC
Music Standards and answer any questions
Share a favorite song and how you use it in your classroom
Look at classroom song anthology
Discuss The intersection between music and early literacy
instruction: Listening to literacy by Fisher and McDonald (2001)
article
Break
Ideas for incorporating music into the classroom
Look at Columbus Essentials of Learning for Reading and discuss
how music can be incorporated into them
Break
Fill out third column ofK-W-L chart (what you learned)
Questions, assignment for September 18, evaluation
Schedule for Tuesday

The classroom song anthology is an organized collection of songs by varying
artists that will help develop a wide range of skills in young students. Each song is
categorized by various skills, such as movement and exercise, nursery rhyme, storybook,
letter recognition, rhyming, letter sounds, phonological awareness. Several of these songs
can be used in multiple categories such as movement and exercise and letter sounds for
example. Distributing copies of this song anthology is goal three of the project.
To begin the afternoon, both preschool and kindergarten teachers will review the
K-W-L chart, the music and pre-literacy research that was introduced on Monday, and
the MENC Music Standards from Monday's in-service. This will also be a time for any
questions to be answered. Once this is finished, each teacher will share a favorite song, as
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well as a few ideas of how they used that particular song with the students in their
classrooms.
After everyone has had an opportunity to share, I will pass out the classroom song
anthology I created, and explain why I did it and how I organized it. It is organized into
four categories: song title, artist, name of CD, and category. For example, the song
"The Three Bears Boogie" is by CJ on his Once Upon a Rhyme CD (CJ, 1994). I put it
into the literacy/storybook category because I use it when I read Goldilocks and the Three
Bears with my students. Another example is "If You're Happy" by Dr. Jean (Feldman,
2001). It is on her Is Everybody Happy? CD. I put it into the movement and exercise
category since it helps develop gross motor skills. Once everyone has had time to look at
the song anthology, I will ask if they have any questions about it.
The afternoon will continue with discussing the reading assignment, The
intersection between music and early literacy instruction: Listening to literacy by Fisher
and McDonald (2001), that was assigned the previous day. The next planned activity is
for me to share a variety of ideas for incorporating music into pre-literacy activities. This
will be done by continuing the PowerPoint presentation from Monday using slides 14
through 24, providing a variety of children's songs to sing, giving all seven teachers
numerous opportunities to actively participate in the songs, and showing a variety of
props I use with music in my classroom.
Preschool and kindergarten teachers will then move into small groups by grade
levels. Each grade level team will look at their Columbus Essentials of Leaming for
Reading, and discuss how they could incorporate music into their essentials based on
what they already knew about music and what they have learned over the past two days.
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The teachers will then remain in their small groups for the next activity. Each group will
generate a list of at least five things they have learned to add to the third column of the KW-L chart.
Once the K-W-L chart is completed and reviewed, teachers will be asked if they
have questions, followed by an evaluation form to complete about Tuesday's in-service
before they leave. Participants will listen to music while they fill out their evaluation
forms. The preschool and kindergarten teachers will be given an article, Using song

picture books to support emergent literacy by Ialongo and Ribblett (1997), and also will
be asked to implement at least two, if not more, ideas that they learned over the past two
days into their own classrooms. These ideas will be shared at the September 18 inservice. They will also need to bring their Columbus Essentials of Learning for Reading
with them.

Session Ill
After a month of teaching and being in school with students, a third in-service
will occur. On September 18, the preschool and kindergarten teachers will come together
to discuss what new music strategies they have implemented in their classrooms and
whether the new strategies have been successful. Ideas will be shared, as well as support
and suggestions given if needed (see Figure 3.3).
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2:15-2:20
2:20-2:30
2:30-3:00
3:00-3:20
3:20-3:30

Figure 3.3

Using Music with Young Children
Friday, September 18
2:15-3:30 pm
Preview afternoon schedule
Review completed K-W-L chart
Share what new ideas have been implemented into the preschool and
kindergarten classrooms
Look at Columbus Essentials of Leaming for Reading
Peer coaching, questions, and evaluation

Schedule for Friday

Teachers will then split into grade level teams to review their Essentials of
Leaming for Reading. At the previous in-service, each group of grade level teachers
discussed how they could incorporate music into their essentials for reading. This time
they will write down on chart paper a few of the ideas they tried, and then share them
with the other grade level. To conclude this in-service on Using Music with Young
Children, teachers will be given time to ask questions and then given one last evaluation
form (see Appendix G) to fill out as they listen to music.
At the end of this Friday in-service, I will offer peer coaching throughout the
school year to all seven preschool and kindergarten teachers, if they are interested. This
peer coaching will involve me coming to their classrooms at least once every one-two
weeks during the specific time of the day that they will incorporate music into their
lessons. I will be observing their use of music in a planned activity, taking notes on the
lesson, and then meeting with them individually to offer suggestions, encouragement, and
support as needed.
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Chapter IV

Conclusions
Insights Gained From Project
Before starting this project, I had already gained some background knowledge
about brain development in young children; I also had listened to Pam Schiller speak on
two different occasions about how important music is to young children's brain
development. However, I did not know that music can help develop early literacy skills
such as oral language, vocabulary and background knowledge, letter recognition,
rhyming, letter sounds, and phonological awareness. I had no idea that several studies
have been done on music and literacy together. After reading and reviewing some of
these studies, I realized how teachers can easily address early literacy skills through
music activities. I also recognized that I've been doing that for the past 11 years in my
own preschool classroom. Fisher and McDonald (2001) stated:
The time has come to make known the natural links between classroom musical
activity and important instructional goals in early literacy development. Within
group musical activity, children learn as they read, write, comprehend, and
express oral language within the highly active, and engaging learning contexts
music making provides. Let's connect what we already do (and must continue to
do) toward furthering the development and education of the whole child. (p. 112)

Recommendations
All children need to be exposed to music, but many have no exposure until they
get to grade school when it becomes part of the grade level curriculum. "Music needs to
be part of the education of every child, and its myriad benefits, both intrinsic and
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extrinsic, will increasingly be revealed as researchers continue to learn more about the
human brain" (Wilcox, 2000, p. 13). Based on the research I have read and the
experiences I give my own students in the classroom, I would recommend using music
several times throughout the day in an early childhood setting. It can be incorporated into
almost anything in a program's schedule. Although several teachers may not feel
comfortable singing or dancing, they need to keep in mind why they are there: to actively
engage young minds and be role models.
To make teachers more comfortable in the classroom, I would recommend
providing them with more opportunities for professional development. Professional
development gives educators a chance to learn more about what young children need in
order to learn. These teachers are more likely to plan appropriate learning activities. By
providing teachers with professional development, they are given an opportunity to be
more effective in the classroom.
Future Projects/Research

With the research I've read on using music to help develop pre-literacy skills, I
would like to do my own study in my inclusive preschool classroom in the future. I
would like to know if using music helps four year olds develop letter sounds faster,
especially Spanish speakers. My plan is to split the class into three small groups. One
group would be English speaking students who sing letter sound songs daily, a second
group would be second language learners who sing letter sound songs daily, and the third
group would be both English speakers and Spanish speakers who sing letter sound songs
only once a week. All of the students in this study would be four year olds. My research
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would be done during the second semester of school. The study would include a preassessment and a post-assessment as well as a letter sounds assessment once a month.
Teacher Practices ofSelf and Others
One important lesson I've learned in life and in teaching is that I need to accept
change. The world, my family, and the way I teach are not going to stay the same forever.
Change is inevitable and the world of education is constantly changing. Motivation for
change is highly individual, and it is up to each teacher to accept it.
Professional development provides support for change. Multiple formats for
learning and change are necessary because what works for one individual may not always
work for another. Educators need support to facilitate change and the time to do it.
Professional development does not just happen in one day or a couple of weeks. Training
may take at least a year, or even longer. If done correctly, it should be on-going. Some
examples of support would be inviting administrators into classrooms to observe, peer
coaching, videotaping self and then doing a self-assessment, and attending conferences or
workshops that focus on teacher interests or a specific professional development topic,
such as music and literacy. Once the professional development has begun, it is important
for teachers to continue the training and have the necessary materials available, as well as
access to resources and financial support. This sometimes means early childhood
programs may need to apply for state and federal grant funding.
Although change is constant in the world around us, one thing remains the same.
Children are the future of our universe. It is imperative that we continue to educate
families, teachers, and policy makers as to the importance of high quality early childhood
programming for these bright, shining stars. One way to remember the importance of our
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future is to sing that familiar song that was written as a poem by two sisters over 100
years ago (Nursery Rhyme Lyrics and Origins, 2008):
Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star
Twinkle, twinkle, little star.
How I wonder what you are.
Up above the world so high.
Like a diamond in the sky.
Twinkle, twinkle little star.
How I wonder what you are!
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Appendix A
Classroom Song Anthology

Classrooni Song Anthology

Song Title

Artist

Name of CD

Category

Mr. Sun

CJ

FUNdamentals

Movement & Exercise

5 Green and Speckled Frogs

CJ

FUNdamentals

Math/Counting

Down By the Bay

CJ

FUNdamentals

Literacy/Rhyme

5 Little Monkeys

CJ

FUNdamentals

Math/Counting

Wheels on the Bus

CJ

FUNdamentals

Movement & Exercise

5 Little Ducks

CJ

FUNdamentals

Math/Counting

This Little Light of Mine

CJ

FUNdamentals

Movement & Exercise

The Giggle Wiggle

CJ

MOVE IT!

Movement & Exercise

The Chicken Dance

CJ

MOVE IT!

Movement & Exercise

Drivin' A Car

CJ

MOVE IT!

Movement & Exercise

The Hokey Pokey

CJ

MOVE IT!

Movement & Exercise

Popcorn Time

CJ

MOVE IT!

Movement & Exercise

Stop &Go

CJ

MOVE IT!

Movement & Exercise

The Shape Shake

CJ

MOVE IT!

Math/Shapes

Adventuronimo !

CJ

MOVE IT!

Movement & Exercise

Head & Shoulders

CJ

MOVE IT!

Movement & Exercise

The Three Bears Boogie

CJ

Once Upon A Rhyme

Literacy/Storybook

The Gingerbread Man

CJ

Once Upon A Rhyme

Literacy/Storybook

The Little Red Hen

CJ

Once Upon A Rhyme

Literacy/Storybook

Little Red Riding Hood

CJ

Once Upon A Rhyme

Literacy/Storybook

The Three Little Piggies Rock Out!

CJ

Once Upon A Rhyme

Literacy/Storybook

Dragons and Dinosaurs

Charlotte Diamond

Diamonds & Dragons

Movement & Exercise

Dicky, Dicky Dinosaur

Charlotte Diamond

Diamonds & Dragons

Movement & Exercise

Slimy the Slug

Charlotte Diamond

Diamonds & Dragons

Movement & Exercise

Lucky Streak

Charlotte Diamond

Diamonds & Dragons

Movement & Exercise

Four Hugs a Day

Charlotte Diamond

10 Carrot Diamond

Self-Esteem

I Wanna be a Dog

Charlotte Diamond

10 Carrot Diamond

Movement & Exercise

Looking for Dracula

Charlotte Diamond

10 Carrot Diamond

Movement & Exercise

Octopus

Charlotte Diamond

10 Carrot Diamond

Movement & Exercise

I am a Pizza

Charlotte Diamond

10 Carrot Diamond

Movement & Exercise

10 Crunchy Carrots

Charlotte Diamond

10 Carrot Diamond

Math/Counting

Movin' Party

Colleen and Uncle Squaty

Movin' Party

Movement & Exercise

Move-A-Roni

Colleen and Uncle Squaty

Movin' Party

Movement & Exercise

Dancer in the Middle

Colleen and Uncle Squaty

Movin' Party

Movement & Exercise

Circle of Friends

Colleen and Uncle Squaty

Movin' Party

Movement & Exercise

Che Che Kooley

Colleen and Uncle Squaty

Movin' Party

Movement & Exercise

Where is Thumbkin?

DLM Express Curriculum

Where is Thumbkin?

Movement & Exercise

If You're Happy and You Know It

DLM Express Curriculum

Where is Thumbkin?

Movement & Exercise

Head, Shoulders, Knees and Toes

DLM Express Curriculum

Where is Thumbkin?

Movement & Exercise

Open, Shut Them

DLM Express Curriculum

Where is Thumbkin?

Movement & Exercise

Gray Squirrel

DLM Express Curriculum

Where is Thumbkin?

Movement & Exercise

Five Fat Turkeys Are We

DLM Express Curriculum

Where is Thumbkin?

Math/Counting

Jingle Bells

DLM Express Curriculum

Where is Thumbkin?

Movement & Exercise

Peanut Butter

DLM Express Curriculum

Where is Thumbkin?

Literacy/Storybook

Color Song

DLM Express Curriculum

Where is Thumbkin?

Colors

Five Little Ducks

DLM Express Curriculum

Where is Thumbkin?

Math/Counting

Three Little Monkeys

DLM Express Curriculum

Where is Thumbkin?

Math/Counting

Down By The Bay

DLM Express Curriculum

Where is Thumbkin?

Literacy/Rhyme

Apples and Bananas

DLM Express Curriculum

Where is Thumbkin?

Literacy/PhonoAwareness

Roll Over

DLM Express Curriculum

Where is Thumbkin?

Math/Counting

Rise and Shine

Dr. Jean

All Day Long

Opening

Weather Song

Dr. Jean

All Day Long

Opening

New Shoes

Dr. Jean

All Day Long

Self-Esteem

Birthday Song

Dr. Jean

All Day Long

Self-Esteem

Give Me A Clap

Dr. Jean

All Day Long

Transition

Wiggle Them

Dr. Jean

All Day Long

Transition

Skinnamarinkydinkydink

Dr. Jean

All Day Long

Closing

Today Is Sunday

Dr. Jean

Dr. Jean & Friends

Literacy/Storybook

Monkeys and the Alligator

Dr. Jean

Dr. Jean & Friends

Literacy/Movement &
Exercise

Tarzan.

Dr. Jean

Dr. Jean & Friends

Literacy/Rhyme

Mother Goony Bird

Dr. Jean

Dr. Jean & Friends

Movement & Exercise

My Mother Is A Baker

Dr. Jean

Dr. Jean & Friends

Movement & Exercise

Nursery Rhyme Rap

Dr. Jean

Dr. Jean & Friends

Literacy/Nursery Rhyme

Tooty Ta

Dr. Jean

Dr. Jean & Friends

Literacy/PhonoAwareness

Days of the Week

Dr. Jean

Dr. Jean & Friends

Opening

Patalina Matalina

Dr. Jean

Dr. Jean & Friends

Literacy/Rhyme

The Alligator Chant

Dr. Jean

Dr. Jean Sings Silly Songs

Movement & Exercise

The Cool Bear Hunt

Dr. Jean

Dr. Jean Sings Silly Songs

Movement & Exercise

Katalina Matalina

Dr. Jean

Dr. Jean Sings Silly Songs

Literacy/Rhyme

I Wish I Had A Little Red Box

Dr. Jean

Dr. Jean Sings Silly Songs

Self-Esteem

Tiny Tim The Turtle

Dr. Jean

Dr. Jean Sings Silly Songs

Movement & Exercise

Baby Fish

Dr. Jean

Dr. Jean Sings Silly Songs

Movement & Exercise

The Three Boppin Bears Rap

Dr. Jean

Dr. Jean Sings Silly Songs

Literacy/Storybook

Five Fish Swimming In The Sea

Dr. Jean

Dr. Jean Sings Silly Songs

Math/Counting

Bubblegum

Dr. Jean

Dr. Jean Sings Silly Songs

Movement & Exercise

If You're Happy

Dr. Jean

Is Everybody Happy?

Movement & Exercise

Couch Potato Pokey

Dr. Jean

Is Everybody Happy?

Movement & Exercise

Button Factory

Dr. Jean

Is Everybody Happy?

Movement & Exercise

Nursery Rhyme Medley

Dr. Jean

Is Everybody Happy?

Literacy/Nursery Rhyme

The Itsy Bitsy Spider

Dr. Jean

Is Everybody Happy?

Movement & Exercise

Lettercise

Dr. Jean

Is Everybody Happy?

Literacy/Letter Sounds

Kids Just Wanna Have Fun!

Dr. Jean

Just For Fun!

Movement & Exercise

Alphabet Train

Dr. Jean

Just For Fun!

Literacy/Letter Recognition

Dinosaur Boogie

Dr. Jean

Just For Fun!

Movement & Exercise

Miss Mary Mack

Dr. Jean

Just For Fun!

Literacy/Rhyme

In The Woods There Was A Tree

Dr. Jean

Just For Fun!

Math/Sequence

Pizza Hut

Dr. Jean

Just For Fun!

Movement & Exercise

Five Little Hotdogs

Dr. Jean

Just For Fun!

Math/Counting

What A Wonderful World!

Dr. Jean

Just For Fun!

Self-Esteem

Hello, Neighbor

Dr. Jean

Keep On Singing and Dancing
With Dr. Jean

Opening

I Know An Old Lady

Dr. Jean

Keep On Singing and Dancing
With Dr. Jean

Literacy/Storybook

Let Me See You Boogaloo

Dr. Jean

Keep On Singing and Dancing
With Dr. Jean

Movement & Exercise

I'm A Nut

Dr. Jean

Keep On Singing and Dancing
With Dr. Jean

Literacy/Poem

Wally Acha

Dr. Jean

Keep On Singing and Dancing
With Dr. Jean

Literacy/PhonoAwareness

Peanut Butter

Dr. Jean

Keep On Singing and Dancing
With Dr. Jean

Movement & Exercise

Alphabet Forwards And Backwards

Dr. Jean

Keep On Singing and Dancing
With Dr. Jean

Literacy/Letter Recognition

Boom Chica Boom

Dr. Jean

Keep On Singing and Dancing
With Dr. Jean

Movement & Exercise

Have You Ever Been Fishing?

Dr. Jean

Keep On Singing and Dancing
With Dr. Jean

Movement & Exercise

May There Always Be Sunshine

Dr. Jean

Keep On Singing and Dancing
With Dr. Jean

Self-Esteem

Kiss Your Brain

Dr. Jean

Kiss Your Brain!

Self-Esteem

Shake A Hand

Dr. Jean

Kiss Your Brain!

Opening

Who Let The Letters Out?

Dr. Jean

Kiss Your Brain!

Literacy/Letter Sounds

The Alphabet's In My Mouth

Dr. Jean

Kiss Your Brain!

Literacy/Letter Sounds

The Wheels on the Bus

Dr. Jean

Nursery Rhymes and Good '01
Times with Dr. Jean

Movement & Exercise

Old MacDonald

Dr. Jean

Nursery Rhymes and Good '01
Times with Dr. Jean

Movement & Exercise

Bingo

Dr. Jean

Nursery Rhymes and Good '01
Times with Dr. Jean

Movement & Exercise

Farmer in the Dell

Dr. Jean

Nursery Rhymes and Good '01
Times with Dr. Jean

Movement & Exercise

Humpty Dumpty

Dr. Jean

Nursery Rhymes and Good '01
Times with Dr. Jean

Literacy/Nursery Rhyme

Jack & Jill

Dr. Jean

Nursery Rhymes and Good '01
Times with Dr. Jean

Literacy/Nursery Rhyme

Hickory Dickory Dock

Dr. Jean

Nursery Rhymes and Good '01
Times with Dr. Jean

Literacy/Nursery Rhyme

Hey Diddle Diddle

Dr. Jean

Nursery Rhymes and Good '01
Times with Dr. Jean

Literacy/Nursery Rhyme

Little Boy Blue

Dr. Jean

Nursery Rhymes and Good '01
Times with Dr. Jean

Literacy/Nursery Rhyme

Muffin Man

Dr. Jean

Nursery Rhymes and Good '01
Times with Dr. Jean

Literacy/Nursery Rhyme

Little Miss Muffett

Dr. Jean

Nursery Rhymes and Good '01
Times with Dr. Jean

Literacy/Nursery Rhyme

Baa Baa Black Sheep

Dr. Jean

Nursery Rhymes and Good '01
Times with Dr. Jean

Literacy/Nursery Rhyme

Jack Be Nimble

Dr. Jean

Nursery Rhymes and Good '01
Times with Dr. Jean

Literacy/Nursery Rhyme

Little Jack Homer

Dr. Jean

Nursery Rhymes and Good '01
Times with Dr. Jean

Literacy/Nursery Rhyme

Mary Had a Little Lamb

Dr. Jean

Nursery Rhymes and Good '01
Times with Dr. Jean

Literacy/Nursery Rhyme

I'm a Little Teapot

Dr. Jean

Nursery Rhymes and Good '01
Times with Dr. Jean

Movement & Exercise

Twinkle, Twinkle

Dr. Jean

Nursery Rhymes and Good '01
Times with Dr. Jean

Literacy/Nursery Rhyme

ltsy Bitsy Spider

Dr. Jean

Nursery Rhymes and Good '01
Times with Dr. Jean

Literacy/Nursery Rhyme

Three Little Kittens

Dr. Jean

Nursery Rhymes and Good '01
Times with Dr. Jean

Literacy/Nursery Rhyme

Color Farm

Dr. Jean

Sing to Learn with Dr. Jean

Colors

Alphardy

Dr. Jean

Sing to Learn with Dr. Jean

Literacy/Letter Sounds

Gumball

Dr. Jean

Sing to Learn with Dr. Jean

Literacy/PhonoAwareness

Sing and Sign

Dr. Jean

Sing to Learn with Dr. Jean

Sign Lang/Letter
Recognition

Tooty Ta (open version)

Dr. Jean

Sing to Learn with Dr. Jean

Literacy!PhonoAwareness

The Shape Song

Dr. Jean

Sing to Learn with Dr. Jean

Math/Shapes

Hickory Dickory Dock

Dr. Jean

Sing to Learn with Dr. Jean

Literacy/Nursery Rhyme

Who's Got the Bean Bag?

Georgiana Stewart

Bean Bag Activities &
Coordination Skills

Movement/Bean Bags

Make Friends With a Bean Bag

Georgiana Stewart

Bean Bag Activities &
Coordination Skills

Movement/Bean Bags

Bean Bag Rock

Georgiana Stewart

Bean Bag Activities &
Coordination Skills

Movement/Bean Bags

Bean Bag Catch

Georgiana Stewart

Bean Bag Activities &
Coordination Skills

Movement/Bean Bags

Pass the Bean Bag

Georgiana Stewart

Bean Bag Activities &
Coordination Skills

Movement/Bean Bags

Bean Bag Parade

Georgiana Stewart

Bean Bag Activities &
Coordination Skills

Movement/Bean Bags

Kids In Motion

Greg & Steve

Kids In Motion

Movement & Exercise

The Body Rock

Greg & Steve

Kids In Motion

Movement & Exercise

Animal Action I

Greg & Steve

Kids In Motion

Movement & Exercise

The Freeze

Greg & Steve

Kids In Motion

Movement & Exercise

Count Bounce

Greg & Steve

Kids In Motion

Movement & Counting

The Balancing Act

Greg & Steve

Kids In Motion

Movement & Exercise

Beanbag Boogie I

Greg & Steve

Kids In Motion

Movement/Bean Bags

Body Talk

Greg & Steve

Kids In Motion

Movement & Exercise

Animal Action II

Greg & Steve

Kids In Motion

Movement & Exercise

Beanbag Boogie II

Greg & Steve

Kids In Motion

Movement/Bean Bags

Good Morning

Greg & Steve

We All Live Together, Volume 2

Opening

The Number Rock

Greg & Steve

We All Live Together, Volume 2

Math/Counting

Muffin Man

Greg & Steve

We All Live Together, Volume 2

Literacy/Nursery Rhyme

Listen and Move

Greg & Steve

We All Live Together, Volume 2

Movement & Exercise

Popcorn

Greg & Steve

We All Live Together, Volume 2

Movement & Exercise

The Freeze

Greg & Steve

We All Live Together, Volume 2

Movement & Exercise

1, 2 Buckle My Shoe

Greg & Steve

We All Live Together, Volume 3

Movement & Exercise

Shapes

Greg & Steve

We All Live Together, Volume 3

Math/Shapes

If You're Happy, And You Know It

Greg & Steve

We All Live Together, Volume 3

Movement & Exercise

Simon Says (#1 Body Parts)

Greg & Steve

We All Live Together, Volume 3

Movement & Exercise

Simon Says (#2)

Greg & Steve

We All Live Together, Volume 3

Movement & Exercise

Dancin' Machine

Greg & Steve

We All Live Together, Volume 3

Movement & Exercise

Rock 'Round the Mulberry Bush (#1 Hygiene)

Greg & Steve

We All Live Together, Volume 3

Movement & Exercise

Rock 'Round the Mulberry Bush (#2)

Greg & Steve

We All Live Together, Volume 3

Movement & Exercise

Locomotion

Hip Kiddy Inc.

Family Fun Songs

Movement & Exercise

Cha Cha Slide

Hip Kiddy Inc.

Family Fun Songs

Movement & Exercise

Electric Slide

Hip Kiddy Inc.

Family Fun Songs

Movement & Exercise

YMCA

Hip Kiddy Inc.

Family Fun Songs

Movement & Exercise

Hot Hot Hot

Hip Kiddy 1.nc.

Family Fun Songs

Movement & Exercise

Twist and Shout

Hip Kiddy Inc.

Family Fun Songs

Movement & Exercise

Chicken Dance

Hip Kiddy Inc.

Family Fun Songs

Movement & Exercise

HokeyPokey

Hip Kiddy Inc.

Family Fun Songs

Movement & Exercise

Bunny Hop

Hip Kiddy Inc.

Family Fun Songs

Movement & Exercise

Juancho Pancho (SPANISH)

Jose-Luis Orozco

Esta Es Mi Tierra/This Land Is My
Land

Movement & Exercise

Old MacDonald

Jose-Luis Orozco

Esta Es Mi Tierra/This Land Is My
Land

Movement & Exercise

El Joky-Poky (SPANISH)

Jose-Luis Orozco

Esta Es Mi Tierra/This Land Is My
Land

Movement & Exercise

The Hockey-Pockey

Jose-Luis Orozco

Esta Es Mi Tierra/This Land Is My
Land

Movement & Exercise

Platanos y Manzanas (SPANISH)

Jose-Luis Orozco

Esta Es Mi Tierra/This Land Is My
Land

Literacy/PhonoAwareness

Apples and Bananas

Jose-Luis Orozco

Esta Es Mi Tierra/This Land Is My
Land

Literacy/PhonoAwareness

From Head to Toe

Literacy In Motion

The Leaming Station

Literacy/Storybook

Whistle for Willie

Literacy In Motion

The Leaming Station

Literacy/Storybook

No, David

Literacy In Motion

The Leaming Station

Literacy/Storybook

The Very Hungry Caterpillar

Literacy In Motion

The Leaming Station

Literacy/Storybook

Green Eggs and Ham

Literacy In Motion

The Leaming Station

Literacy/Storybook

Goldilocks and the Three Bears

Literacy In Motion

The Leaming Station

Literacy/Storybook

There Was An Old Lady Who Swallowed a Fly

Literacy In Motion

The Leaming Station

Literacy/Storybook

Five Little Monkeys Jumping on the Bed

Literacy In Motion

The Leaming Station

Literacy/Storybook

Old MacDonald

Literacy In Motion

The Leaming Station

Literacy/Storybook

When Sophie Gets Angry- Really, Really Angry

Literacy In Motion

The Leaming Station

Literacy/Storybook

Yo! Yes?

Literacy In Motion

The Learning Station

Literacy/Storybook

Bananaphone

Raffi

Bananaphone

Movement & Exercise

Shake A Toe

Raffi

Bananaphone

Movement & Exercise

Down By The Riverside

Raffi

Bananaphone

Movement & Exercise

Time To Sing

Raffi

One Light One Sun

Movement & Exercise

Apples and Bananas

Raffi

One Light One Sun

Literacy/PhonoAwareness

Take Me Out To The Ballgame

Raffi

One Light One Sun

Movement & Exercise

Octopus's Garden

Raffi

One Light One Sun

Movement & Exercise

In My Garden

Raffi

One Light One Sun

Movement & Exercise

Riding In An Airplane

Raffi

One Light One Sun

Movement & Exercise

Down On Grandpa's Farm

Raffi

One Light One Sun

Movement & Exercise

The Bowling Song

Raffi

One Light One Sun

Movement & Exercise

De Colores

Raffi

One Light One Sun

Literacy/Storybook

Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star

Raffi

One Light One Sun

Literacy/Nursery Rhyme

The More We Get Together

Raffi

Singable Songs For The Very
Young

Opening

Down By The Bay

Raffi

Singable Songs For The Very
Young

Literacy/Rhyme

Brush Your Teeth

Raffi

Singable Songs For The Very
Young

Toothbrushing

Five Little Frogs

Raffi

Singable Songs For The Very
Young

Math/Counting

Bumping Up and Down

Raffi

Singable Songs For The Very
Young

Movement & Exercise

Must Be Santa

Raffi

Singable Songs For The Very
Young

Movement & Exercise

Willoughby Wallaby Woo

Raffi

Singable Songs For The Very
Young

Literacy!PhonoAwareness

Spider On The Floor

Raffi

Singable Songs For The Very
Young

Movement & Exercise

Baa Baa Black Sheep

Raffi

Singable Songs For The Very
Young

Literacy/Nursery Rhyme

Going To The Zoo

Raffi

Singable Songs For The Very
Young

Movement & Exercise

Peanut Butter Sandwich

Raffi

Singable Songs For The Very
Young

Movement & Exercise

Five Little Pumpkins

Raffi

Singable Songs For The Very
Young

Math/Counting

Mr. Sun

Raffi

Singable Songs For The Very
Young

Movement & Exercise

Old MacDonald Had A Band

Raffi

Singable Songs For The Very
Young

Movement & Exercise

Little Jack Homer

Sierra

Mixed-Up Mother Goose Deluxe

Literacy/Nursery Rhyme

Old King Cole

Sierra

Mixed-Up Mother Goose Deluxe

Literacy/Nursery Rhyme

Humpty Dumpty

Sierra

Mixed-Up Mother Goose Deluxe

Literacy/Nursery Rhyme

Mary, Mary Quite Contrary

Sierra

Mixed-Up Mother Goose Deluxe

Literacy/Nursery Rhyme

Peter, Peter Pumpkin Eater

Sierra

Mixed-Up Mother Goose Deluxe

Literacy/Nursery Rhyme

Jack and Jill

Sierra

Mixed-Up Mother Goose Deluxe

Literacy/Nursery Rhyme

Mary Had a Little Lamb

Sierra

Mixed-Up Mother Goose Deluxe

Literacy/Nursery Rhyme

Little Bo Peep

Sierra

Mixed-Up Mother Goose Deluxe

Literacy/Nursery Rhyme

Hey Diddle Diddle

Sierra

Mixed-Up Mother Goose Deluxe

Literacy/Nursery Rhyme

There Was An Old Women Who Lived In A Shoe

Sierra

Mixed-Up Mother Goose Deluxe

Literacy/Nursery Rhyme

Little Miss Muffett

Sierra

Mixed-Up Mother Goose Deluxe

Literacy/Nursery Rhyme

Hickory Dickory Dock

Sierra

Mixed-Up Mother Goose Deluxe

Literacy/Nursery Rhyme

Jack Be Nimble

Sierra

Mixed-Up Mother Goose Deluxe

Literacy/Nursery Rhyme

Y.M.C.A.

Walt Disney Records

Dancin' Tunes

Movement & Exercise

The Twist

Walt Disney Records

Dancin' Tunes

Movement & Exercise

The Swim

Walt Disney Records

Dancin' Tunes

Movement & Exercise

Shout

Walt Disney Records

Dancin' Tunes

Movement & Exercise

Born to Hand Jive

Walt Disney Records

Dancin' Tunes

Movement & Exercise

The Chicken Dance

Walt Disney Records

Dancin' Tunes

Movement & Exercise
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Appendix B
MENC Music Standards for Prekindergarten and Kindergarten
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STANDARDS FOR PREKINDERGARTEN (Age 2-4)
The years before children enter kindergarten are critical for their musical
development. Young children need a rich musical environment in which to grow. The
increasing number of day-care centers, nursery schools, and early-intervention programs
for children with disabilities and children at risk suggests that information should be
available about the musical needs of infants and young children and that standards for
music should be established for these learning environments as well as for K-12 settings.
The MENC Music Standards (1994) outlined in this section reflect the following beliefs
concerning the musical learning of young children:

1. All children have musical potential
2. Children bring their own unique interests and abilities to the music learning
environment
3. Very young children are capable of developing critical thinking skills through
musical ideas
4. Children come to early-childhood music experiences from diverse backgrounds
5. Children should experience exemplary musical sounds, activities, and materials
6. Children should not be encumbered with the need to meet performance goals
7. Children's play is their work
8. Children learn best in pleasant physical and social environments
9. Diverse learning environments are needed to serve the developmental needs of
many individual children
10. Children need effective adult models

Curriculum Guidelines
A music curriculum for young children should include many opportunities to explore
sound through singing, moving, listening, and playing instruments, as well as
introductory experiences with verbalization and visualization of musical ideas. The music
literature included in the curriculum should be of high quality and lasting value, including
traditional children's songs, folk songs, classical music, and music from a variety of
cultures, styles, and time periods2.
Play is the primary vehicle for young children's growth, and developmentally appropriate
early music experiences should occur in child-initiated, child-directed, teacher-supported
play environments. In the prekindergarten, the teacher's role is to create a musically
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stimulating environment and then to facilitate children's engagement with music
materials and activities by asking questions or making suggestions that stimulate
children's thinking and further exploration.
Children also need group music time to experience the important social and musical
aspects of sharing music and making music together. Ideally this should be delivered by
either early-childhood arts specialists employed as staff members in child-care centers
and preschools or by visiting music specialists with training in child development to
provide musicality and creativity and to serve as models and consultants for the childcare staff.
Effective music teaching in the prekindergarten should:
1. support the child's total development--physical, emotional, social, and cognitive
2. recognize the wide range of normal development in prekindergartners and the
need to differentiate their instruction
3. facilitate learning through active interaction with adults and other children as well
as with music materials
4. consist oflearning activities and materials that are real, concrete, and relevant to
the lives of young children
5. provide opportunities for children to choose from among a variety of music
activities, materials, and equipment of varying degrees of difficulty
6. allow children time to explore music through active involvement
Assessment

The assessment of prekindergarten children provides special challenges. A substantial
body of music education research has determined that young children know and
understand much more about music than they can verbalize. Also, young children have
not yet developed the ability to respond in a paper-and-pencil testing format. Another
factor that affects their assessment is the very wide range of individual developmental
differences displayed by young children.
Because of these characteristics, methods of assessment that are most appropriate to
assess young children's music knowledge, skills, and attitudes include: (1) checklists or
anecdotal reports completed by teachers, parents, or aides to record and describe verbal
and nonverbal behavior; (2) systematic observation documenting such behavior as time
on task, number of instances of an event or behavior, and participation tendencies over
time; and (3) rating scales to provide data related to quality ofresponses, such as degrees
of accuracy, originality, or involvement. Finished products and correct solutions are not
the only criteria for judging whether learning has occurred. Audiotaping and videotaping
are recommended methods of gathering samples of children's musical behavior for
assessment and of examining growth and development over time. In order to develop a
profile of each child's musical responses, representative samples of assessment materials
should be placed in a music portfolio that is maintained for each child, beginning with the
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child's entrance into an educational/child-care setting and culminating with entrance into
kindergarten.

Musical Experiences for Two-, Three-, and Four-Year-Old Children
Two-, three-, and four-year-old children need an environment that includes a variety of
sound sources, selected recorded music, and opportunities for free improvised singing
and the building of a repertoire of songs. An exploratory approach, using a wide range of
appropriate materials, provides a rich base from which conceptual understanding can
evolve in later years. A variety of individual musical experiences is important for
children at this age, with little emphasis on activities that require children to perform
together as a unit. As a result of their experiences with music, four-year-olds should
initiate both independent and collaborative play with musical materials, and they should
demonstrate curiosity about music.
Terms identified by an asterisk (*) are explained in the glossary. The standards in this
section are intended for age 4. The skills of young children develop along a continuum,
and developmentally appropriate activities should be used at earlier levels. Age 5 is
included in the K-4 section.

1. Content Standard: Singing and playing instruments
Achievement Standard:
Children
a. use their voices expressively as they speak, chant, and sing
b. sing a variety of simple songs in various keys, meters, and * genres,3 alone and with a
group, becoming increasingly accurate in rhythm and pitch
c. experiment with a variety of instruments and other sound sources
d. play simple melodies and accompaniments on instruments

2. Content Standard: Creating music
Achievement Standard:
Children
a. improvise songs to accompany their play activities
b. improvise instrumental accompaniments to songs, recorded selections, stories, and
poems
c. create short pieces of music, using voices, instruments, and other sound sources
d. invent and use original graphic or symbolic systems to represent vocal and
instrumental sounds and musical ideas

3. Content Standard: Responding to music
Achievement Standard:
Children
a. identify the sources of a wide variety of sounds4
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b. respond through movement to music of various tempos, meters, dynamics, modes,
genres, and *styles to express what they hear and feel in works of music
c. participate freely in music activities
4. Content Standard: Understanding music
Achievement Standard:
Children
a. use their own vocabulary and standard music vocabulary to describe voices,
instruments, music notation, and music of various genres, styles, and periods from
diverse cultures
b. sing, play instruments, move, or verbalize to demonstrate awareness of the *elements
of music and changes in their usage 5
c. demonstrate an awareness of music as a part of daily life
Notes:
1. "MENC Position Statement on Early Childhood Education," MENC Soundpost 8, no.2
(Winter 1992): 21-22.
2. "MENC Position Statement on Early Childhood Education," 21.
3. E.g., folk songs, ethnic songs, singing games
4. E.g., crying baby, piano, guitar, car horn, bursting balloon
5. E.g., changes in rhythm, dynamics, tempo
STANDARDS FOR PREKINDERGARTEN AND KINDERGARTEN (AGES 2-5)
Curriculum and Scheduling

1. Mu.sic is integrated into the curriculum throughout the day.
2. The children's learning experiences include singing, playing instruments, listening
to music, creating music, and moving to music.
3. At least 12 percent of the contact time with children in every prekindergarten and
kindergarten is devoted to experiences with music.
Staffing

1. Music instruction in every prekindergarten and kindergarten is provided by
teachers who have received formal training in early-childhood music. A music
specialist qualified in early-childhood education is available as a consultant.
Materials and Equipment

1. Every room in which music is taught is equipped with a high- quality sound
reproduction system capable of utilizing current recording technology. At least
some of the audio equipment can be operated by the children. Every teacher has
convenient access to sound recordings representing a wide variety of music styles
and cultures. Also available for use in music instruction are video cameras, color
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monitors, stereo VCRs, and multimedia equipment combining digitized sound and
music with graphics and text.
2. Every room in which music is taught is equipped with a variety of classroom
instruments, including drums, rhythm sticks, finger cymbals, triangles, cymbals,
gongs, jingle bells, resonator bells, step bells, xylophone-type instruments with
removable bars, chorded zithers, fretted instruments, electronic keyboard
instruments, and assorted instruments representing a variety of cultures. Adaptive
devices (e.g., adaptive picks, beaters, bells) are available for use by children with
disabilities. Every room in which music is taught is equipped with children's
books containing songs and with other instructional materials in music.
Facilities

1. Every prekindergarten and kindergarten has a "music center" or similar area
where children have easy access to music materials and can listen to music with
headphones so as not to disturb others.
Every prekindergarten and kindergarten has an uncluttered area large enough to
accommodate the largest group of children taught and to provide ample space for creative
and structured movement activities.
From National Standards for Arts Education. Copyright © 1994 by Music Educators
National Conference (MENC). Used by permission. The complete National Arts
Standards and additional materials relating to the Standards are available from MENC:
The National Association for Music Education, 1806 Robert Fulton Drive, Reston, VA
20191; www.menc.org.
Those wishing to reprint sections of the Standards that fall within the above guidelines
need not apply for additional verbal or written permission to do so. Any requests for
additional permission must be made in writing to MENC Publications Department, 1806
Robert Fulton Drive, Reston, VA 20191, fax 703-860-4826; e-mail Caroline@menc.org
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Appendix C
K-W-L Chart
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Music and Young Children

what we Know

what we Want to know

what we 1_eamed
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Appendix D
Using Music with Children PowerPoint Presentation
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Slide 1

Slide 2

Slide 3
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Slide 4

Slide 5

Slide 6
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Slide 7

Slide 8

Slide 9
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Slide 10

Slide 11

Slide 12
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Slide 13

Slide 14

The Alphabet's In My Mouth

~ij

~:::~;:nee
•
Gumball
~.
Sing and Sign
Tooty Ta (open version)
· ·Alphardy

Slide 15
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Slide 16

Slide 17

Slide 18
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Slide 19

Slide 20

Slide 21
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Slide 22

Slide 23

Slide 24
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Appendix E
Using Music with Young Children In-Service Evaluation Form for Monday and Tuesday
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Using Music with Young Children In-Service

Date:

------------

(no names please)

List 3 insights you gained during today's in-service:
1)
2)
3)
Did you find reading the article or articles beneficial? _ _ _ __

Is there something you are interested in knowing more about?

What did you like or dislike about the in-service?

Questions?

THANK YOU!

Why? _ _ _ __
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Appendix F
Columbus Community Schools Essentials of Leaming for Reading
in Preschool and Kindergarten

Reading Preschool

Components to the Essential Learning

Essential Learning

a: (Level 1) Understands that alphabetic

Uses conventional symbols as well as made-up symbols to represent an object or event that have

symbols differ from other systems.

personal meaning

u Recognizes that numbers and letters are conventional symbols
IJ Recognizes that only letters have both a name and a matching sound

i
b: (Level 2) Understands that written

□

language consists of discrete words

finger across two or more words
□

When asked to point to words in print, points to each word separately and does not sweep a

When asked to point to letters in words in print, point to each letter separately and does not

miss any letter

o When asked to match two words, can match words consistently letter by letter in any context
(sight words, including long words, and different fonts)
□

Understands that a written word has a specific meaning

□

Knows that words are composed of letters and that the order of the letters in a word is

important

c: (Level 3) Understands the concept of

o When reading or seeing what is being read, knows that a period is the end of a sentence, an

a sentence

exclamation mark means an exciting thought, and a question mark means a question
□

Knows that sentences are composed of words and that the order of words in a sentence

affects its meaning.

Essential Learning

Components to the Essential Learning

a: (Level 1) Knows how to handle printed

1.1 Knows how to hold a book to read it.

materials

I :i Can distinguish between the front and the back of a book
fJ Points to the beginning of the story regardless of how the page looks

□
□

Knows how to turn pages in a book or other reading materials
Knows specific skills for handling and paying attention to menus, lists, signs, and labels

b: (Level 2) Knows the purpose of books

□

and other printed materials

specific part of a story. Does not know if it is print or pictures that carry the message
□

Knows that when someone opens a familiar book on a familiar page, one can expect to hear a

May expect all books to have pictures and assumes that reading involves looking at pictures

LJ May expect a sign or label to have a specific color, shape, or font (environmental print)

r.J Understands that print carries a message

c: (Level 3) Knows the functions of the

IJ Understands that the same print always carries the same message

basic elements of printed material

□

Differentiates between print and pictures, and knows the salient features of print

ll Knows where to start reading, and reads from left to right and from top to bottom
□

Understands that a sentence may continue at the beginning of the next line

□

Knows where the text begins and ends

□

Understands that pictures can provide meaning for what is being read

Essential Learning

Components to the Essential Learning

a: (Level 1) Can recognize a few (5-10)

o Is more likely to recognize letters of his or her own name (first and then last) and letters that

letters, most of them uppercase

frequently occur in environmental print.

o Recognizes letters in a specific context (mostly in environmental print), but may not recognize
them when the context changes
□

Does not notice if a written letter is oriented incorrectly or is missing a small detail as long as

other features of the environmental context do not change.
□

Is more likely to confuse uppercase letters within each of the following groups: DCGOQ,

BPRSJU, EF, and NMWAVYHLITKXZ
CJ Knows parts of the ABC sequence by rote, but does not use it to associate a letter symbol with

a letter name

b: (Level 2) Can recognize the majority

u Can recognize letters both in a familiar context (own name, environmental print) and in

of the most frequently occurring

isolation

uppercase and some of the most

□

Can recognize letters across different contexts as long as they are written in a similar font.

May have trouble recognizing "a" and "a" or "g" and "g" as exemplars of the same letter. May

frequently occurring lowercase letters

have difficulty recognizing handwritten letters, even his or her own.

o Knows the ABC sequence for the beginning of the alphabet and can match letter symbols with
letter names in alphabetic order, but may have trouble matching the letters that come later in
the sequence (i.e., identifies KLMNOP as one letter).
fJ Is more likely to correctly recognize the letter if the letter name and the letter sound match. May

incorrectly identify a letter if the letter name does not match the letter sound (such as "w" and "y")
or if there is more than one letter that is associated with the same sound (such as "c" and "s" as in
"city" and "see," or "c" and "k" as in "cat" and "kitten").
□

Can discriminate between letters with distinct visual features, although is likely to confuse the

following pairs of letters: MN, MW, IT, db, qg, and pq.

c: (Level 3) Can recognize all of the most

n Can recognize letters in a variety of contexts, familiar and unfamiliar, as well as in isolation.

frequently occurring upper- and

1; Can notice that one or more letters have changed even if the other visual features of a familiar

lowercase letters, but not all of the

word (i.e., color, logo) have not changed.

letters.

□

Can recognize letters printed in all fonts he or she is exposed to, but may make mistakes

recognizing letters in the handwriting of other people.
□

Knows the ABC sequence and can use an alphabet chart independently to correctly match the

letter symbol with the letter name.
□

Knows that letter names and letter sounds may not match, but may occasionally respond with a

letter sound when asked to name a letter (and vice versa).
□

Can discriminate between letters that differ in their visual features, as well as between letters

that have similar visual features, but may still confuse letters in the following pairs: "d" and "b,"

"q" and "g," and "p" and "q."

Components to the Essential Learning

Essential Learning

a: (Level 1) Can recognize a few speech

□

sounds represented by single letter

match those that are at the beginning of the letter name (i.e., is more likely to correctly match "b"

symbols

with /b/ than "w" with /w/).

Can match some single letter symbols with the initial sounds they represent. Is more likely to

b: (Level 2) Can recognize most speech

□

sounds represented by single letter

match those tt:iat match one to one (i.e., /bl is made only by "b," and "b" only makes the lb/ sound).

Can match most single letter symbols with the initial sounds they represent. Is more likely to

symbols.

c: (Level 3) Can recognize all speech

□

sounds represented by single letter

symbols that represent more than one consonant sound.

symbols

□

Essential Learning

Can match all single letter symbols with the initial sounds they represent including letter

When given the letter symbol (orally or visually) student is able to produce the letter's sound.

Components to the Essential Learning

a: (Level 1) Understands that written

IJ When asked about a word, provides a response from the appropriate semantic field but may not

words have a specific meaning

be constrained by the specific word. May "read" the same word differently every time but retains
the same "meaning" (e.g., "Pepsi" can be read as "soda" and as "pop").
r-:; May expect two words that signify similar objects to look alike (e.g., "dog" and "puppy").
rJ May confuse properties of the words with the properties of the objects they denote (e.g., may

think long words stand for large objects.)

□

May use picture cues and environmental contexts to confirm the meaning of the word.

b: (Level 2) Consistently recognizes a

□

Can repeatedly recognize a word only if the contexts are identical or similar (e.g., always

frequently seen word in a familiar context

recognizes the word "STOP" as long as it is written on a red, octagonal-shaped stop sign.)
□

Inconsistently uses a very small number of relevant visual features and continues to use some

irrelevant ones (e.g., may recognize "I" because it is always capitalized; at the same time, can
recognize "LOOK" only when the two "O"s are depicted as eyes.)
□

When asked to read a word in a familiar context', may substitute another word based on its

meaning and its length
lJ Begins to understand that if words sound alike, they should look alike

c: (Level 3) Consistently recognizes a

□

short word across different contexts

Can read one- and two-letter words and can recognize some three-letter words if they occur
frequently (e.g., "the," "mom," "dad").

lJ Can decode the first and sometimes the last letter of a word
□

When asked to read a new word, starts reading from the left but may skip the middle of the
word or its ending

□

When asked to read a new word, may substitute another word based on some of the visual
cues (e.g., reads "It" for "I" when "It" begins a sentence or reads "little" for "letter" on the basis

of the double "t" in the middle).
□

Uses a very small number of relevant visual features but mostly for sight recognition of high-

frequency words. Cannot always apply these features to new words (e.g., can read "and", but
may have trouble recognizing "sand.")
[J Misses some visual features of letters that are critical (e.g., orientation in "b" and "d" or number

of straight lines in "n" and "m").

Essential Learning

Components to the Essential Learning

a: (Level 1) Assumes that making any

□

Draws, scribbles, or makes any marks and calls this process "writing"

marks is writing

□

Pretends to read his or her own message

□

Converts own writing into oral words - re-reads -- inconsistently

b: {Level 2) Understands that an oral

□

message can be represented with written

teddy bear").

language

□

May write a message that differs from the intended message

□

"Re-reads" own message using words that may differ from the intended message.

□

"Re-reads" own message based on memory of the writing event rather than interpretation of

Attempts to formulate what the message will be before writing (e.g., "I will write a story about my

specific written marks

c: {Level 3) Understands that once an

□

Usually creates a written message that closely approximates the oral message it represents

oral message is represented with written

[J

Re-reads own message several days after the writing takes place

words it should be written the same way

Cl Generally expects others to be able to read the message the same way he or she reads it

every time

Essential Learning

Components to the Essential Learning

a: (Level 1) Knows the different sounds

r1 When writing, uses words represented by a letter string that consists of different letters and

in a word are represented by different

letter-like symbols

symbols. Knows that more sounds in a

o When writing, uses longer words or messages represented by longer letter strings

word require more written symbols

b: {Level 2) Identifies the most salient ·

□

sound in a spoken word and attempts to

o Often represents isolated letters (e.g., "I" or "a").

represent it in writing

o When writing,

Usually represents the beginning sound

may represent sound{s) by using a letter name instead of the sound(s)'s correct

orthographical equivalent (e.g., uses "c" to represent "see," "u" to represent "you," "r" to represent
"are").

o Uses inconsistent written representations of the same sound
c: {Level 3) Identifies two or three

u Represents a sound as he or she says the sound regardless of how accurate that articulation is

sounds in a spoken word and attempts to

(e.g., represents /dr/ as in "drum" by the letter "g" and not by the blend "dr").

represent them in writing in the

r1 Represents each word by one to three letters, mostly in the correct order in relation to the

corresponding order

sounds they represent
□

Represents most of the single consonant sounds and some vowel sounds. Vowel sounds are

more likely to be represented with in medial position (e.g., as in "cat," "sun") or at the beginning of

the word (e.g., as in "is," "it").
□

Represents the first and last sounds by letters in the proper order

□

Represents some blends, hearing both sounds (e.g., tr- in truck, br- in brush.)

□

Represents more complex sound combinations (e.g., "ing").

Components to the Essential Learning

Essential Learning

a: (Level 1) Attempts to act out the

lJ Draws using random lines

process of writing

□

Draws using continuous lines (e.g., spirals and circles).

□

Scribbles

b: (Level 2) Attempts to represent oral

LI Produces drawings that represent a spoken message

language in writing

□

Produces letter-like forms mixed with drawings to represent spoken language. May include

actual letters.

c: (Level 3) Uses proper letter formation

□

Produces letters that are generally consistent in shape with some variations and some incorrect

in writing

elements (e.g., "n" for "h" or "C" for "G").

u Uses left to~right-directionality
□

Uses correct hand positioning and pencil grip as a means of controlling writing instrument.

o Produces letters that are inconsistent in orientation (e.g., "M" for "W" or "b" for "d").
□

Consistently produces correctly formed letters, both uppercase and lowercase.

Reading Grade K

Note: When the term reading is used at the kindergarten level it is in reference to emergent reading, which is the
developmental stage of reading when young children are laying the foundation for later success as independent readers.
At this time "reading" most often takes the form of shared reading or interactive read-aloud and literature discussion.
Children at this age begin to take an interest in "reading" books, but in the form of retellings, pretend readings, and/or
memorization of familiar text rather than the actual reading of print. Unless children have a strong foundation in concepts
of print, phonemic and phonological awareness, sound-to-symbol relationships, and oral language, it is will be very difficult
for them to be successful readers. It is imperative that young readers not be rushed into print. It is absolutely essential
that a strong foundation be in place before children are asked to engage in the actual process of reading and
comprehending text. Rushing into print may actually delay reading progress.

Essential Learning
a. Uses concepts of print to navigate
written language

l

;

Behaviors to Notice, Teach, and Support the Essential Learning
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Distinguishes between print and pictures
Understands the purpose of print in reading and writing
Locates the first and last letters of words in continuous text
Recognizes one's own name
Understands that one sa~s one word for one group of letters when ~ou read - the concept
or word
Understands the concept of sentence {as a group of words with ending punctuation}
Understands the concepts of letter and word {as a single character or group of characters}
Understands a letter always has the same name, regardless of the context
Understands the concepts of first and last in written language
Uses left-to-right directionalit~ of print in reading and writing
Reads from top to bottom, pointing to lines of print
Points to the first word on the line
Sweeps at the end of a line of print
Knows a word is decoded from left to right
Uses one's name to learn about words and make connections to words
Uses spaces between words when writing
Matches one spoken to one written word while reading and pointing {one-to-one matching}
Knows words are read in sequence
Points to the beginning of a story
Holds a book correctly
Identifies the front and the back of the book

I

• Understands that there are different "looks" for letters (font)
b. Demonstrates phonological
awareness {hearing sounds)

i

l c. Demonstrates letter knowledge

d. Demonstrates understanding of
the relationship of sounds to
symbols/letters

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Segments sentences into words
Blends two or three phonemes in words {d-o-g > dog}
Segments words into phonemes {b-a-t}
Manipulates phoriemes {mat-at, and-hand}
Connects words by the sounds {sat, sun}
Hears and recognizes word boundaries
Hears and says beginning phonemes {sounds} in words {run/face, mom/make} and endings
{win/fun, get/sit}
• Hear and say syllables {to-ma-to, can-dy, um-brel-la}
• Hear, say, connect, and generate rhyming words {fly, high, buy, sky}
• Recognizes pairs of rhyming words

• Categorizes letters by features -by slant lines {v, w, x} and straight lines {p, I, b, d}j by
circles {o, b, g, p} and no circles {k, x, w, r}i by tunnels {n, h}j by no tails {r, s}j by dots/no
dots, by tall/short; by consonants/vowels
• Distinguishes letter forms
• Makes connections between words b;il recognizing letters {bat, bug, ball}, letter clusters
{feat, meat, heat}, and letter sequences
• Recognizes and produces the names of most upper- and lowercase letters
• Identifies a word that begins with the sound of each letter
• Knows a letter name or letter sound for all letters
• Recognizes consonants and vowels
• Recognizes letters that are embedded in words and in continuous text
• Recognizes and names all uppercase and lowercase letters in any context and in isolation
• Understands alphabetical order
• Identifies or writes any letter(s) in any order without an alphabet chart
• Understands special uses of letters {capital letters, initials}
• Uses efficient and consistent motions to form letters when writing
• Recognizes that words have letter patterns that are connected to sounds {phonograms and
other letter patterns}
• Recognizes and uses beginning consonant sounds and the letters that represent them to
read and write words
• Knows sound-symbol relationships can be used to determine unfamiliar words

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Understands that there is a relationship between sounds and letters
Knows speech sounds are represented with letter symbols
Matches all consonant sounds to the individual letter symbols
Recognizes and uses the consonant-vowel-consonant (CVC) pattern (cab, fad, map)
Recognizes simple eve words (cat, sun)
Recognizes and uses a few simple phonograms with a VC pattern (easiest): (-ad, -ag, -an, am, -at, -ed, -en, -et, -ig, -in, -it, -og. -op, -ot, -ut)
Recognizes word families (introduced)
Uses knowledge of letter sounds to determine a few simple, regularly spelled, single-syllable words
(CVC)
Attempts to write words by writing one letter for each sound heard
Isolates initial consonants in single syllable words
Knows a letter name or letter sound for all letters
Uses knowledge of sounds and letters to write phonetically

e. Converts written word to spoken
word using word solving actions

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

f. Demonstrates understanding of
word structure

• Understands that words can have one. two. or more syllables
• Understands that you can hear syllables and demonstrate by clapping (horse, a-way. farmer, morn-ing1 bi-cy-cle. to-geth-er, ev-er-y)
• Separates syllables in a given word by clapping syllables and blending back to form a word
• Recognizes chunks of familiar words when they are present in a new word (introduced)

Recognizes and locates words (names)
Makes connections between names and other words
Uses own first and last names (and same names of others) to read and write words
Uses known words to help in spelling new words
Recognizes and spells known words quickly
Uses known words to monitor reading and spelling
Uses letters and relationships to sounds to read and write words
Reads the same word in the same way across contexts (introduced)
Recognizes a word in any context as long as the way the word is written does not differ greatly
from the way it was written the last time the child saw it (introduced)

Essential Learning
a. Writes and reads automatically
high frequency words

• Writes a core of twenty-five high-freguency words (a 1 am 1 an 1 and1 at1 can 1 come1 do g,01 he1 I
in 1 is 1 it1 like 1 me1 m~ no 1 see1 so1 the 1 to 1 ue, 1 we1 ~ou!
• Reads a core of twenty-five high-freguency words (a 1 am 1 an 1 and1 at1 can 1 come1 do g_o 1 he1 I
in 1 is 1 it1 like 1 me1 m~1 no 1 see1 so1 the 1 to 1 ue, 1 we1 ~ou!
• Knows there are some words that have to be recognized instantly

b. Independently reads a significant
number of books and text each
year. This reading should include
both fiction and nonfiction in a
variety of genres.

• Reads simple texts containing letter-sound correspondences and high-frequency words accurately
• Reads grade appropriate books
• Reads books in a manner a1212ro12riate to skill develo12ment {retells 1 buddy reads 1 reads
actual text, uses text clues to "tell" story)
• Reads books in the range of Level A to Level C if a1212ro12riate to skill develo12ment - that
have not been seen before, but have been 12reviewed for them, attending to each word in
seguence and getting most of them correct
• Reads "emergently" ("rereads" a favorite story, recreating the words of the text with fluent
intonation and phrasing and showing through verbal statements or occasional pointing that they
understand the print on the page controls what is said

c. Reads for a variety of purposes
and across content areas

• Knows that there are different 12ur12oses for reading text - for Qleasure and to learn
• Selects a variety of text 1 fiction and nonfiction, to read in a manner a1212ro12riate to skill
develo12ment

d. Uses the cues of punctuation to
read fluently

• Understands the purpose of ending punctuation (period, question mark, exclamation point)
• Uses ending 12unctuation to read fluently

e. Uses print clues and context clues
to determine new words

• Recognizes and uses conce12t words {color names, number words 1 days of the week,
months of the year
• Recognizes and uses simQle com12ound words (into, m~se/f1 itself,, cannot, inside1 ma~be1
nobod'l}_

i

i

Behaviors to Notice, Teach, and Support the Essential Learning

Essential Learning

Behaviors to Notice, Teach, and Support the Essential Learning

a. Uses self-monitoring and selfcorrecting strategies (word
solving actions) when reading
familiar and unfamiliar material

• Checks to see if what they are reading makes sense
• Checks to see if the word they are saying is the one they are pointing to
• Uses pictures to aid comprehension

b. Uses text clues and contextual
cues to determine meaning

• Uses pictures to aid comprehension
• Uses pictures to find information about the elements of a story

c. Uses prior knowledge or
experience to monitor meaning of
story or topic

• Recognizes story pattern of beginning, middle, and end
• Uses background knowledge and experience to interpret text
• Makes connections between texts that they have read or heard before

Essential Learning

Behaviors to Notice, Teach, and Support the Essential Learning

a. Retells stories or parts of stories
(orally and through pictures)

• Knows that when retelling a story, the events need to in the correct sequence
• Retells story putting events in the correct sequence
• Retells and sequences a story

b. Summarizes what a story or book
is about

• Tells a summary of the text after reading
• Knows a summary is just telling what the theme or main idea of the story/content is

c. Responds to stories in a variety of
ways (oral, written, kinesthetic) to

• Creates artwork or a written response to show comprehension
• Responds to simple questions about a book's content

show comprehension
d. Makes and supports predictions

• Uses pictures to find information about the elements of a story
• Uses pictures in familiar text to talk about the content
• Uses pictures to make predictions about a story
• Supports predictions using text evidence and prior experience and knowledge

Essential Learning
Behaviors to Notice, Teach, and Support the Essential Learning
a. Knows the parts of a book

• Shows a specific part of a book when asked (cover, page story begins, front, picture, word, letter,
title, etc.)
• Understands that an author wrote the story or book
• Understands that an artist illustrated the book

b. Uses the structural and print
features of written text to read
fluently and aid comprehension

• Uses pictures to find information about the elements of a story
• Recognizes story patterns
• Recognizes the characteristics of story (beginning, middle, end; characters, problem, solution)

Essential Learning
a. Responds to literature using oral,
written, visual, and/or kinesthetic
means

Behaviors to Notice, Teach, and Support the Essential Learning
•
•
•
•

Writes or draws to express understanding of story
Acts out stories
Uses background knowledge and experience to contribute to text interpretation
Uses details from illustrations to support points made in discussion

b. Monitors whether the story is
making sense to them when
listening to stories read aloud

• Notices and asks questions when meaning is lost or understanding is interrupted
• Checks information in the ext against own experiences
• Notices information_i11__pictures

c. Self-monitors and self-corrects
when reading a familiar book

• Understands the meaning of the words during reading

Essential Learning
Behaviors to Notice, Teach, and Support the Essential Learning
a. Visualizes the story

• Demonstrates visualization by drawing pictures, discussing images in the story, or dictating simple
descriptions (beginning, middle, end)
• Makes connections between texts and their own life experiences

b. Makes simple predictions

•
•
•
•

c. Compares one story to another

• Makes connections between new texts and those heard before
• Compares different versions of the same story, rhyme, or traditional tale

d. Recalls information from a story
by sequencing pictures and
events

• Sequences pictures and/or events in a story
• Follows the events of a plot and remembers them after reading

e. Answers literal questions about
orally read texts

• Responds to simple questions about a story's content

f. Retells story in own words

• Retells a story in own words
• Includes character names, problem and solution, and several events in sequence

g. Learns new vocabulary

• Learns new words from talking and books read aloud
• Acquires understanding of new words from context
• Acquires new vocabulary from listening and using in discussion

Predicts what will happen next
Gives reasons to support thinking
Makes predictions about what a character is likely to do
Gives reasons to support thinking

Essential Learning

Behaviors to Notice, Teach, and Support the Essential Learning

a. Knows the difference between
fiction and nonfiction
*Introduced

•
•
•
•

Understands there is a difference between fiction and nonfiction
Understands fiction and nonfiction are written for different purposes
Compares fiction text to nonfiction text, noting similarities and differences
Categorizes a group of books into fiction and nonfiction based on defined characteristics

b. Understands the difference
between fantasy and realistic
fiction *Introduced

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Knows the defining characteristics of a fantasy
Knows the defining characteristics of realistic fiction
Knows examples of books that are fantasy
Knows examples of books that are realistic fiction
Compares fantasy to realistic fiction, noting similarities and differences
Categorizes a group of books into fantasy and realistic fiction based on defined characteristics
Listens to a variety of fantasy and realistic text
Selects a balance of fantasy stories and realistic fiction to read
Recognizes when texts are realistic, fantasy, or true informational text

c. Knows stories have characters, a
setting, .and important events

•
•
•
•
•
•

Discusses characters, setting, and events of a story after listening to a story read
Identifies characters, setting, and events of a story
Talks about characters, problems, and events in a story
Brings background knowledge to understanding characters and their problems
Infers characters' intentions or feelings
Gives reasons to support thinking

d. Knows stories have a problem
and a solution *Introduced

• Understands a story has a problem that needs to be solved
• Recognizes the problem of a story that has been read aloud
• Determines the solution to the problem of a read aloud story

e. Understands that patterns exist
in a variety of literary texts

• Rereads patterned text to a partner
• Participates in shared reading of patterned text
• Recognizes and identifies some aspects of text structure, such as beginning and eding

f. Understands story events follow
a sequence

• Demonstrates understanding of story sequence through retellings and sequencing activities

g. Recognizes a variety of literary
texts

• Participates in shared reading experiences (poetry songs)
• Has some favorite authors and illustrators
• Recognizes some authors by the style of their illustrations, their topics, or the characters
they_ use

Essential Learning

Behaviors to Notice, Teach, and Support the Essential Learning

a. Responds to text using oral,
written, visual, and/or kinesthetic
means

•
•
•
•

b. Monitors whether the text is
making sense when listening to
text read aloud

• Makes statements about the text that reflect understanding
• Notices and asks questions when meaning is lost or understanding is interrupted

Identifies favorite informational books and topics
Draws and labels pictures that reflect understanding of topic
Answers questions about content and supports answers using information from text
Talks about interesting information in a text

c. Self-monitors and self-corrects
when reading a familiar book

•
•
•
•

Knows reading involves looking at the correct page
Knows what is being read must make sense
Understands the meaning of the words during reading
Checks information in the text against own experiences

Essential Learning
Behaviors to Notice, Teach, and Support the Essential Learning
a. Visualizes the topic of the text

• Demonstrates visualization by drawing pictures, discussing images in the story, or dictating simple
descriptions (beginning, middle, end)
• Makes connections between texts and their own life experiences
• Brings background knowledge to understanding the content of a text

b. Makes simple predictions based
on picture clues and prior
knowledge about the topic or
concept

• Understands pictures and things one already knows help to make predictions

c. Compares books about the same
topic or concept

• Knows informational text about the same topic or concept will have similar information as well as
different information (introduced)
• Uses prior knowledge and experience and new information to compare books (Introduced)

d. Recalls information from the text

• Knows informational text gives facts about a particular topic or concept
• States facts about the topic or concept after participating in a read aloud
• Picks up important information and remembers it to use in discussion

*Introduced
e. Answers literal questions about
orally read text *Introduced

• Knows listening carefully will help understanding
• Responds to simple questions about a book's content

f. States and supports with details
a main idea about topic or
concept

•
•
•
•

Understands telling the big ideas about a concept or topic indicates understanding
Knows big ideas are facts with details
States the big ideas in own words and includes supporting details
Makes connections about topic to self or other text

*Introduced
g. Uses new vocabulary learned
from text in oral discussions
about the topic or concept

Essential Learning
a.

Knows the difference between
fiction and informational text
*Introduced

•
•
•
•
•

Understands learning new words helps to understand new information
Talks about new words and their meanings as they are encountered in books and conversation
Collects new words
Learns new words from talking and read aloud books
Notices words they don't know when they are read to and talked with and guesses what the words
might mean
• Uses new words
• Notices words that the writer has used to make~the content interesting

Behaviors to Notice, Teach, and Support the Essential Learning
•
•
•
•

Understands there is a difference between fiction and informational text
Understands fiction and informational text are written for different purposes
Compares fiction text to informational text, noting similarities and differences
Categorizes a group of print materials into fiction and informational text based on defined
characteristics

b. Uses pictures and labels to
determine meaning from text

• Understands pictures and labels help the reader make meaning from the text
• Notices and derives information from pictures
• Interprets the illustrations or other graphics

c.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Recognizes a variety of
informational text such as
magazines, newspapers,
dictionaries, and topic specific
text
*Introduced

Understands differences among a variety of informational text
Distinguishes between a variety of informational text
Identifies a particular type of informational text
Reads a variety of informational text
Listens to a variety of informational text read aloud
Participates in discussions about the characteristics of informational texts

l

• Participates in discussions comparing informational texts
• Participates in shared reading experiences of informational text

j
l

!

d. Knows the purpose of
informational text is to inform
*Introduced

•
•
•
•

Understands informational text is written for a specific purpose
Identifies the purpose for an informational text in oral discussion
Completes this stem: "I learned ....... "
Recognizes interesting new information and adds it to their understanding
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Appendix G
Using Music with Young Children In-Service Evaluation Form for Friday
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Using Music with Young Children In-Service

Date:

-------------

(no names please)

What did you like or dislike about the in-service?

Which of the three sessions was most helpful? Why?

Which of the three sessions was least helpful? Why?

Do you have any suggestions of what I could do differently as the presenter?

Are you interested in me coming into your classroom for peer coaching? _ _ _ _ __
If you said yes, please email me (eileen.heck@columbus.k12.ia.us) and let me know so

we can set up a time to meet.
THANK YOU!

